No.L1-7476/2020/PHQ

Police Headquarters,
Thiruvananthapuram

phq.pol@kerala.gov.in
04712721547

Dated. 24-01-2020

DGO No. 147/2020/PHQ

Sub : Police Estt-Attachment of Sri. Akhilesh Kumar R ,PC 3639 of RRRF as PSG to SP, Intelligence SSB HQrs on working arrangement basis -Orders issued.


In view of the letter cited, Sri.Akhilesh Kumar R, PC 3639 of RRRF (PEN-808916) is attached as PSG to Sri.R Mahesh, SP, Intelligence, SSB Headquarters on working arrangement basis for a period of one year with immediate effect.

The Unit Head concerned will relieve/admit the incumbent forthwith and report compliance. The Unit Head concerned will ensure that the relieved person reports back to the parent unit once his working arrangement is over. In the event of non compliance from the part of the personnel, it shall be the responsibility of the DPC/ Unit Head to ensure that no further disbursement of salary with respect to the personnel takes place from the Unit. The Unit Head concerned will make necessary entries in iAPS Nominal Roll, E-Roll and to report compliance by return. If the officer to whom the personnel attached retires or transferred or goes on deputation/long leave before the completion of the said working arrangement period, the officer concerned shall ensure that the incumbent is relieved to his parent unit and Police Headquarters may be intimated accordingly.

Rahul R Nair IPS
Assistant Inspector General
For State Police Chief

To : Individual through Unit Heads concerned.
Copy To : ADGP Intelligence for information and necessary action.
          SP, Intelligence, SSB HQrs for information.
          ADGP AP BN for information.
          ADGP SCRB for publishing the order in the police website.
          CAs to SPC/DIG HQ/AIG for information.
E3 section PHQ for n/a.
DGO Register/DGO File.